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30 Nov 2023

Alex Morrow
Squad Leader

Drew Hammond
H2F S&C Coach

Block Leave 16-31 DEC 23
E3B 5-16 FEB 24

Focus on preparation for E3B testing (EPFA & ruck), but ensure that 
we're incorporating combatives 1-2 times per month. 
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Rucking
Combatives

l
l

Location: COF/ 
combatives gym

Warm up: ruck to 
combatives gym, 
shrimping, inch worms

Drills:
Shoulder roll
Arm trap and roll
Passing the guard

Sparring

Cool down: ruck back to
COF, stretching

Location: gym

Warm up: 3min 
ETM of choice

Explosiveness: broad 
jumps 5x3 90sec rest

Strength: overhead 
press 3x5-8, barbell 
lunge 3x5-8, barbell 
row 3x5-8 ( RPE 8)

Farmers carry 3x100m

Cool down: 20min zone 
2 ETM of choice

Location: COF

Dynamic warm up

Explosiveness: 6x 50yd 
sprint E2MOM

30min zone 2 run

Core: 3 rounds of 10x 
dead bug, 1min plank, 1 
min rest

Location: track

400m light jog + 
running focused dynamic 
warm up

4x 800m, rest 1:1 
(more advanced 
runners can add 1-2 
reps if others are still 
working)

Cool down: 400m light 
jog, stretching

Location: gym-in-a-box 

Warm up: 400m jog, 
dynamic warm up

Strength: deadlift 
3x5-8, pull up 3x5-8, 
front squat 3x5-8, (all 
RPE 8)

Sled drag: 4x50m rest 
as needed to maintain 
speed

Core: 3x10 KB windmill

Cool down: ruck back to 
COF, stretching

Zone 2 progression will rely on gradually increasing volume while monitoring what pace individuals can maintain. 

Several events can serve as benchmarks for tracking progress: broad jumps for power (record best single 
distance), barbell movement weight/reps, 800m time (as long as they stay consistent)

Combatives will be progressed by adding additional technique drills
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Cold weather negatively impacts training at the GIB. Company policy only allows 1x per week use of the gym. Request 
exception to policy for winter months, or shift training emphasis. 

The current plan focuses on explosiveness, but neglects agility and balance. Future training cycles should rotate this focus.

The company did a diagnostic EPFA that serves as a baseline assessment during preparation for E3B. This will be 
reassessed in late January to validate preparation ahead of testing.

A 6mi ruck assessment will be conducted as part of the training week following block leave. This will be used to plan ruck 
progressions heading into E3B.

GIB use rotates between platoons, each getting access 1-2 times per week. PT at the gym is authorized 1x per week. 

Combatives gym has been reserved for Thursday.

Brigade policy requires Thursday to be "combat focused PT." While this is typically a ruck, we're just rucking to the 
combatives gym (still combat focused). Evidence suggests rucking performance is optimized with minimal injury risk at once 
every 7-10 days. Actual conditioning rucks will be every other week. This frequency may increase closer to E3B testing.  

Requesting athletic trainer coverage for combatives.

Requesting cognitive performance coaching for E3B tasks after block leave. 

Requesting S&C and nutrition classes on how to maintain fitness over block leave.
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Frequency Guidelines: Use this section to track weekly frequencies of each training type. The frequency of different training modalities should be 
driven by three factors: (1) their importance to the training objective(s) (2) training residuals, meaning how quickly that physical adaptation degrades 
with detraining and (3) volume tolerance for that type of training without injury. Each movement pattern should be incorporated in resistance training at 
least weekly. Aerobic training should be included 2-3 times weekly. Anaerobic training should be included at least weekly. Agility, explosiveness, and 
balance adaptations degrade quickly, so they should be trained frequently (at least twice a week) if included. They can be incorporated in small doses 
at the beginning of training sessions before other modalities in order to be incorporated frequently. Note: frequency doesn't account for volume.




